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ABSTRACT 

In an attempt to help fill a gap which exists in the counsel¬ 

ing profession with respect to knowledge of and interest, in the el¬ 

derly, this study has examined value systems of older persons as 

they relate to and differ from other age groups. Recognizing that 

values are central to an understanding of a person^ behavior, that 

values can be measured to differentiate among persons and groups, 

and that value differences have been found among different age 

groups, this study looked for value patterns which differentiate 

older persons from one another and also distinguish them from young¬ 

er persons. The Rokeach Value Survey, a ranking scale of 18 ter¬ 

minal and 18 instrumental values, was administered to 100 persons 

age 70 and over in three groups: I, institutionalized Bozeman, Mon¬ 

tana residents; II, non-institutionalized Bozeman residents; III, 

highly educated residents of a retirement community in Phoenix, 

Arizona. Hypotheses to be tested statistically were: (1) there is 

no significant difference on one or more value item among the three 

groups; (2) there is no significant difference on one or more item 

between men and women; (3) there is no significant difference on 

one or more value item among seven educational levels. A median 

chi square test of significance was used and significance noted at 

the .05, .01 and .001 levels. Non-statistical comparisons were made 

with Rokeachfs data on value rankings by all age groups on sex and 

educational level, as well as with his sample of persons age 70 and 

over. 

Findings: (1) significant differences were found on ten value 

rankings for the three groups under investigation; (2) only one sig¬ 

nificant value difference was found between men and women, in con¬ 

trast with Rokeach1s findings on all ages; (3) persons in this study 

varied significantly on seven value rankings when compared in terms 

of educational levels; (4) significant differences were found in 

two value rankings among the three decades represented in this study. 

Upon examining the individual value items which significantly dis¬ 

tinguished among the elderly in this study, as well as comparing 

composite rank orders for Rokeachfs data and the present study, the 

following conclusions were drawn: (1) persons 70 and over do not 

hold the same values simply by virtue of their advanced age; (2) 

on the other hand, value likenesses were found which override the 

effects of sex and education, when compared with Rokeach*s data. 

It was recommended that (1) prospective counselors of the elderly 

be aware that individual differences to not decrease with advan¬ 

cing age, that uniqueness knows no age limit; and (2) an older per¬ 

son may, by virtue of his age, hold values not held by the counsel¬ 

or. These values need to be recognized and respected. Further 

research on values and aging is also recommended. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Counseling the elderly is a field which at the present time lies 

wide open, fallow, and somewhat barren. In 1973 the American Psycholo¬ 

gical Association reported (Eisendorf & Lawton, 1973) that although 

older people comprised some 10% of the population, they accounted for 

22% of annual mental hospital admissions but only 2% of mental health 

service outpatients. Salisbury (1975) surveyed 349 counselor education 

programs throughout the United States and found that not one had a 

required course designed for counseling the elderly. Fewer than 4% of 

those surveyed had students writing theses on topics related to 

counseling the elderly. 

There are a number of reasons which could be given for this lack of 

involvement with the elderly. One salient reason is an incompatibility, 

apparent or real, between the life styles and life views of the elderly 

and those of the prospective counselor. At the crux of this discrepancy 

lie real or perceived differences in values. The problem is two-fold: 

not only is it necessary to recognize and understand the unique value 

patterns of the elderly (if such exist), it is equally important for the 

prospective counselor to be aware of his own value system, particularly 

with regard to his own aging and death (Basque & Krieger, 1974; Butler, 

1975; Kubler-Ross, 1969). 

According to Parsons, ’'there is a conflict in the whole area of * 

attitudes toward old age and death, both with respect to the 
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specification of values and with respect to motivational ambivalence on 

the part of individuals, older as well as younger" (1962, p. 27). 

Studies in social psychology and sociology have attempted to find 

differences in specific values which distinguish among persons and 

groups. Milton Rokeach has studied values extensively (1960; 1967; 

1968b; 1970; 1973), and in 1967 devised a value survey which has been 

revised a number of times since. At present it is the only instrument 

which has been used for a large scale study of value patterns along the 

entire age continuum. Of the nearly 1,400 adults who were compared in 

terms of age, 167 were 70 years and over (Rokeach, 1973, pp. 394-405). 

Rokeach*s findings showed significant differences in terms of age. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was to compare value patterns in three 

groups of persons age 70 and over from the Bozeman and Phoenix areas 

with the published results from a national sample, using Rokeach*s 

Value Survey. The survey has been administered to a number of persons 

living in their own homes in Bozeman, as well as residents of two 

county homes there. The sample from Phoenix was taken from the residents 

of Orangewood Estates, a "residential retirement community." 

Need for the Study 

Implicit in every counseling theory is the concept of "mental 

health" which is "the Good" 'toward which each counselor (and presumably 

each client) is striving. What happens when client and counselor 
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conceive of "the Good" in quite different ways? Marshall Lowe (1959) 

has examined a number of counseling theories in terms of the value 

system implied in each. He concluded that there are indeed value 

conflicts among various schools of therapy, and admonished the therapist 

to be aware of these value conflicts. James A. Peterson (1970) has 

advised that one vital consideration for counselors should be "as far 

as possible to understand the society of which he is a part and espe¬ 

cially the value conflicts stemming from it" (p. 230). 

For Charles Reich (Greening of America, 1970), the value conflict 

is generational, irreversible, and unsurmountable. He, along with a 

great many of his readers, sees the young (Consciousness III) as the 

gentle possessors of "the Good," and he characterizes the generations 

as follows: 

In the place of the world seen as a jungle, with every man for 

himself (Consciousness I) or the world seen as a meritocracy 

leading to a great corporate hierarchy of rigidly drawn rela¬ 

tions and manuevers for positions (Consciousness II), the world 

is a community. People belong to the same family, whether they 

have met each other or not. (p. 227) 

Erik Eriksen, more scholarly but less widely read than Reich, holds 

a different view of youth and age. He says that only in the aging 

person "who has taken care of things and people and has adapted himself 

to the triumphs and disappointments of being, by necessity, the origi¬ 

nator of others and the generator of things and ideas" (1968, p. 139) do 

we find the ripened fruit of Erickson*s seventh stage of life—the 

stage which he calls "Integrity" (p. 139). 
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The generation gap between youth and "the establishment" may have 

a quiet counterpart in the gap between the elderly and other age groups. 

The first social-psychological theory of aging, the Disengagement 

Theory of Aging, is in effect a gap theory, and is stated as follows: 

"Disengagement is the withdrawal of jaging] individuals from societal 

life as well as society's retreat from aging" (Kollar, 1968, p. 6). 

In other words, it is a process in which an aging person relinquishes 

the power which he has held in society by virtue of his being a pro¬ 

ducing and decision-making part of that society. What is not clear 

from studies of this and other theories of aging is whether the process 

of disengagement is imposed from without, or is voluntary. If it is 

voluntary, is it a matter of preference, or is it an escape from an 

alien culture which no longer understands the old verities? 

The past decade has seen a large number of generational studies 

in the professional literature which try to throw some light onto 

questions involving values and age differences. Can it be shown that 

generations are indeed separate with respect to their world view? Can 

the "elderly" be distinguished from the not-elderly by unique value 

patterns? If so, is this tied to the process of aging itself, or it it 

the result of the uniqueness of common generational experiences which 

cut across cultural lines and cannot be duplicated? Or is there 

continuity along the age continuum when some factor such as sex, 

religion, or education is held constant? Findings from these studies 
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are not consistent. Progress may have been made in formulating the 

questions more clearly, but not in answering them. 

Questions to Be Answered 

1. Do three groups of persons age 70 and over from Bozeman, Montana 

and Phoenix, Arizona differ from each other significantly on one or more 

value itemf 

2. Do the three groups from the present study differ significantly 

from Rokeach^ national sample of persons 70 and over with respect to 

one or more value? 

3. Taken as a whole, do the persons in the present study differ 

significantly on one or more value in terms of sex? 

4. If so, how do these differences compare with value differences 

in terms of sex (all ages) found by Rokeach? 

5. Taken as a whole, do the persons in the present study differ 

significantly in terms of educational level completed? 

6. Are there significant differences on one or more value itenu 

to be found among persons in the eighth, ninth, and tenth decades of 

life? 

General Procedure 

The general procedure was to administer the Rokeach Value Survey 

(see Appendix A) to each subject. The survey consists of 18 "terminal 

values" and also 18 "instrumental values" which are to be arranged "in 

order of importance to YOU, as guiding principles in your life." The 
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36 values were selected from repeated trials of earlier versions of the 

survey, and were believed by Rokeach to be "reasonably comprehensive" 

(1973, p. 29). 

Reliability 

For the 18 terminal values, median test-retest reliabilities 

(three to seven-week intervals) were found to be .78-.80 for college 

students at Michigan State University. For instrumental values the 

median test-retest reliabilities for the same sample were .70-.72 

(1973, p. 33). 

Test-retest reliabilities using the method of paired comparison 

(after five weeks) showed a median reliability of .87 for terminal 

values, but only .60 for instrumental values (1973, p. 33). 

Validity 

Rokeach reports validity as content validity (1973, pp. 55-94), 

giving evidence that the Value Survey differentiates among groups which 

are commonly considered to hold different values. He cites no validity 

coefficients. 

Sampling Procedure 

1. Subjects from two Bozeman institutions were all those 70 years 

and older who were willing, and who were able, to follow directions and 

finish the survey (Group I). 

2. Non-institutionalized persons age 70 and over were contacted 

through senior citizen organizations, as well as door-to-door in senior 
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citizen housing in Bozeman (Group II). 

3. Because of the very high educational level found among Orange- 

wood residents, and because of the difficulty in finding substantial 

numbers of older persons who have gone beyond a secondary education, no 

attempt was made to sample the Orangewood population randomly. Invita¬ 

tions to participate in the survey were sent to 52 residents age 70 and 

over who were in reasonable health and who had gone beyond a high school 

education. 

Limitations 

1. This study is limited by the instrument being used: (a) Since 

it is a ranking scale, the values are ipsative; i.e., they are not 

independent of one another. Ranking of one value high on the scale 

necessitates that another be rated lower. Therefore, caution must be 

used when analyzing ipsative measures normatively across individuals. 

Rokeach answers this limitation by stating, "With eighteen values, the 

extent to which this independence assumption is violated is relatively 

small, the average intercorrelation being only -.06" (1973, p. 43). 

(b) A forced choice scale such as the Value Survey cannot measure 

Intensity of values. However, since it is the order of values (the 

value system) which is used to distinguish persons^and groups, intensity 

of responses is not of primary importance in this study. 

2. Since it is impossible to administer the survey to people who 

are too ill to manage it or too senile to understand the directions, 
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the respondents will necessarily be more spry and more intact than any 

general population of the 70-and-over age group. It is unfortunate 

that that segment of the population who are infirm have no voice at all 

Delimitations 

1. In order to be able to compare with Rokeach's national sample, 

the age group of 70 years and older was chosen, corresponding to 

Rokeach's category of 70 and over which has an N of 167 (1973, pp. 75- 

77). 

2. Considerations of time and money meant limiting investigation 

to two groups of older persons from Bozeman, Montana. Results cannot 

be inferred to a larger population. All persons in the present study 

were Caucasian and at least nominally Christian. Urban settings were 

not represented. Seventy-five per cent of the respondents came from 

the middle states, the midwest, or the mountain states. 

The Orangewood sample was picked precisely because it is expected 

to be atypical. Since educational level, along with age, is one of the 

crucial factors which determine value systems, analysis of this particu 

lar population may indicate whether age or educational level accounts 

for more variation in value systems. 

3. The published data which have been used to compare with data 

from the present study were obtained by the National Opinion Research 

Center (NORC) (Appendix C). The universe sampled in the NORC studies 

is the "total non-institutional population of the United States, 21 
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years of age or older" (Appendix C, p. 84). The sample is a standard 

multi-stage area probability sample to the block level, with quota 

sampling on the basis of sex, age, race, and employment status. There¬ 

fore, Group I, institutionalized Bozeman elderly, can be considered as 

an entirely separate population to be compared with the NORC data. 

Definitions of Terms 

Terms used in this study are defined by Rokeach (1973) as follows: 

Value. "A value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of 

conduct or end state of existence is personally or socially preferable 

to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence" 

(p. 5). 

After a value is learned it becomes integrated somehow into an 

organized system of values wherein each value is ordered in 

priority with respect to other values. Such a relative concep- 

tfon of values enables us to define change as a reordering of 

priorities, and, at the same time, to see the total value system 

as relatively stable over time" (p. 11). 

Value system. "A value system is an enduring organization of 

beliefs concerning preferable modes of conduct or end states of existence 

along a continuum of relative importance" (p. 5). 

Terminal value. "A terminal value is an idealized end-state of 

existence" (p. 12). 

Instrumental value. "An instrumental value is an idealized mode 

of behavior, and is instrumental to attaining terminal values" (p. 12). 
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Summary 

It is hoped that the present lack of interest and knowledge in 

counseling the elderly can be filled to some extent by a look at the 

value systems of the elderly, as they relate to and differ from other 

age groups. The Rokeach Value Survey has been administered to a number 

of persons 70 years and older from: (a) two county institutions in 

Bozeman, Montana; (b) active senior citizens in Bozeman, Montana; and 

(c) highly educated members of a retirement community in Phoenix, 

Arizona. Comparisons have been made between each of the above samples, 

as well as with Rokeach's national sample which includes all ages. 

Comparisons are in terms of age, sex, and educational level. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Within and among the fields of psychology, sociology, and coun¬ 

seling, there has been no consensus as to what values are, how they are 

measured, or their place in the study of human behavior. Opinions have 

ranged from the idea that psychology, as science, must be kept value- 

free, to the view that man’s behavior cannot be understood without some 

knowledge of his value system. With the development of value measure¬ 

ment instruments, relationships have been found which suggest that 

personality types can be predicted from value patterns. Cross sectional 

and longitudinal studies indicate that values do not remain constant 

throughout life. This review of literature will include: (a) the 

importance of values in studies of human behavior and behavior change 

(including counseling); (b) definitions of values; (c) the development 

of instruments to measure values, including the Rokeach Value Survey 

which will be used in this thesis; and (d) studies examining value 

patterns throughout the life span, with particular emphasis on value 

patterns among the elderly. Since this research will compare value 

patterns of older persons with those of a national sample, it is helpful 

to know what others have found in this area. 

Values in Counseling 

"In the struggle to place psychology on a sound scientific footing, 

its traditional association with philosophy had to be overcome, and 

subjective value entanglements had to be avoided" (Nunakawa, 1965, 
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Introduction). That task having been largely accomplished, a number of 

psychologists have called into question both the possibility and 

desirability of "value-free" counseling (Maslow, 1959). James Peterson 

(1970) has reviewed literature regarding values and counseling and 

concluded that the counselor cannot avoid bringing his values into the 

counseling relationship. Patterson (1958) concurred, suggesting that it 

is imperative that the counselor recognize his own values, thus freeing 

himself from the erroneous belief that he can be completely neutral. 

Rollo May has said that "value judgments . . . are inextricably 

interwoven with the process and the goals of therapy" (1965, p. 81). 

However, the goals of therapy; i.e., concepts of mental health, have 

been found to vary from theory to theory (Lowe, 1959; Mowrer, 1965; 

Patterson, 1958; Smith, 1961). Looking at other cultures. Baba Ram 

Dass (1973) and Alfred Krober (1973) found that psychological deviation 

is not always defined in the same way, and that social sanctions have 

been provided in other societies for behaviors which would be considered 

psychotic in this culture. Szasz maintained that mental illness is not 

a true phenomenon but is defined so by societal values. "The concept 

of mental illness . . . implies deviation from some clearly defined 

norm" (1973, p. 90). Laing suggested that mental illness can be an 

appropriate response to life conditions and that "madness need not all 

be breakdown. It is also breakthrough" (1973, p. 99). Looking at the 

other end of the mental health spectrum, Mowrer (1965) objected to 
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defining health statistically, eschewing the "average” person as a 

standard of health. Theories of self-actualization such as Rogers’ 

(1961) and Maslov's (1968) share this view. 

A number of investigators (Jeske, 1973; Rosenthal, 1955; Schrier, 

1953) have studied client identification with the counselor and its 

effect on therapeutic outcome. In all cases, therapeutic outcome was 

positively related to client identification. Rosenthal’s study suggested 

further that mental patients who improved with therapy revised their 

values in the direction of the therapist’s and that the values of 

unimproved patients became less like those of the therapist. He stated 

that "there is a direct connection between one's self-concept and one's 

system of moral values" (1955, p. 436). 

Rokeach cites two unpublished studies using a value survey to 

determine counselor and client values (1973, pp. 137-138). The first, 

by S. Danish (p. 137), compared the values of graduate counseling 

students who were judged to be effective and ineffective. He found that 

those who were judged effective valued equality, being loving and being 

broadminded significantly more, and national security and being 

independent significantly less than did ineffective counselors. An 

unpublished master's thesis by Shetland (1968) compared the values of 

clients who terminated counseling with the values of those who continued 

in counseling after the first interview. He found that those who 

terminated counseling valued salvation and clean significantly more. 
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and a world of peace, respect for others, and being tender significantly 

less than did those who continued in counseling after the first 

session. These studies suggest, among other things, that the client 

may be unwilling or unable to form a relationship with a counselor who 

holds divergent values, considering him to be either an unsuitable 

person to associate with, or a threat to his own value system. 

The reevaluation of personal philosophies is an integral part of 

the therapy process for a number of theorists. Albert Ellis stated 

that for constructive personality change to occur there must be "a 

fundamental change in [one's) ideologies and philosophical assumptions" 

(1967, p. 117). William Glasser has said that "getting a patient to 

acknowledge the values she really believes in is part of the art of 

therapy" (1965, p. 59). Rogers speaks of the shift of the client's 

valuing system from without to within (1961, pp. 119-123). For existen¬ 

tialists, "neurosis reaches its peak not when biological survival but 

rather when the symbolic structure is at stake" (Bertanalffy, 1959, p. 

73). Viktor Frankl was specific in considering man "as a being whose 

main concern consists in fulfilling a meaning and in actualizing 

values . . . ." (1975, p. 164), and held that certain types of neuroses 

arise "from moral conflicts or . . . spiritual problems" (1975, p. 160). 

Abraham Maslow has stated the matter unequivocably, "Indeed I think it 

possible that we may soon even define therapy as a search for values, 

because ultimately the search for identity, is, in essence, the search 
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for one's own intrinsic, authentic values" (1968, p. 177). 

"Value" Defined 

If values are central to an understanding of human behavior, where 

do they come from, and what makes them valuable? Are they God-given 

verities, or do they change with changing circumstances? Spinoza has 

stated that "In no case do we strive for, wish for, or long for anything 

because we deem a thing to be good, but on the other hand we deem a 

thing to be good because we strive for it, wish for it, long for it, or 

desire it" (Ethics, Part III, Prop. IX, in Elwes, 1951, p. 137). For 

Charters, "ideals are merely the visible summits of the submerged 

continents of instincts, emotions and habits which we can trace into 

early childhood and through heredity into ancestry" (1929, p. 8). 

Similarly, Skinner (1971) held that values are simply positive rein¬ 

forcers, and that "the Good" is defined as enhancing the survival value 

of the species. In teaching values to children, Louis Paths (1949) 

emphasized their relationship to needs. Because there are a limited 

number of human problems, there are only a limited number of variations 

in value orientations, according to Florence Kluckhohn (1954). Clyde 

Kluckhohn has stated that values hinge upon our beliefs about the nature 

of man. If human nature "is conceived as instrinsically evil, men are 

not enjoined to behave like gods; though if human nature is believed to 

be perfectible, they may be" (1959, p. 392). 

Another point of view holds that a value possesses "intrinsic 
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requiredness" (Kohler, 1938, p. 31) or "©lightness" (Rokeach, 1973, p. 

9) which transcends human need systems. C. Kluckhohn (1959), Morris 

(1956), and Rokeach (1973) distinguished between the desired (wishes, 

wants, and needs) and the desirable (values, ideals), and pointed out 

that there is often an incompatibility between the two. What is 

valuable—"that which ought to be" (Perry, 1954, p. 77)—possesses some 

permanent claim upon the creative will. Anderson conceives it to be a 

force. "The value is, not in the subject, but in the object. The 

object is an embodiment of the force. It has power over us, over our 

actions" (1911, p. 105). James Peterson (1970) and Erich Fromm (1959) 

viewed this subjective-objective controversy as more apparent than 

real. 

Values are rooted in the very conditions of human existence; 

hence that our knowledge of these conditions, that is, of the 

"human situation" leads us to establishing values which have 

objective validity; this validity exists, only with regard to 

the existence of man; outside of him there are no values 

(Fromm, 1959, p. 151). 

Robin Williams (1968) made a distinction between evaluation of an 

object and criteria or standards; values are not specific behavioral 

norms, but provide the criteria for accepting or rejecting specific 

norms. C. Kluckhohn (1959), Rokeach (1960, 1970, 1973), and Lewis 

(1962) made similar distinctions between central or intrinsic values 

and peripheral or extrinsic (instrumental) values. "The more general a 

value the higher its priority, because it contributes more to the 

coherent organization and functioning of the total system ..." (C. 
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Kluckhohn, 1951, p. 420). 

Values have cognitive, affective (cathectic), and behavioral 

components (C. Kluckhohn, 1959; Rokeach, 1968a, 1970, 1973; Williams, 

1968). In this respect values are indistinguishable from attitudes, 

and for Campbell (1963) attitude and value were synonymous. For 

Rokeach (1968a, 1968b, 1970, 1973), the two concepts differed in that a 

value is more enduring than an attitude and is concerned not with all 

objects or situations but with modes of conduct and end-states of 

existence. Further, ”... while value and attitude are both widely 

assumed to be determinants of social behavior, value is a determinant 

of attitude as well as of behavior" (1968a, p. 14). Rokeach has defined 

value as "an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end 

state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite 

or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence" (1973, p. 5). 

A value system, according to Ethel Albert, "represents what is 

expected or hoped for, required, or forbidden. It is not a report of 

actual conduct but the system of criteria by which conduct is judged and 

sanctions applied" (1968, p. 288). Rokeach has defined a value system 

as "an enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of 

conduct or ends states of existence along a continuum of relative 

importance" (1973, p. 5). Similarly, Buhler has stated that "In most 

individuals there exists a hierarchical order as far as their values 

are concerned, whether they know it or not" (1962, p. 166). 
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Clyde Kluckhohn has said that "values are never immediately 

altered by a mere logical demonstration of their invalidity" (1959, 

p. 400), and Rokeach considered them to be "highly fixed and not amenable 

to modification" (1973, p. 21). If value systems are relatively stable, 

their measurement should provide one way of differentiating among per¬ 

sons. 

The Measurement of Values 

In 1928 Eduard Spranger identified six distinct personality types 

as defined by their evaluative judgments. Using these six types as a 

touchstone, Phillip Vernon and Gordon Allport developed a Test for 

Personal Values which was first reported in the literature in 1931 

(Vernon and Allport, 1931), and has been used and revised extensively 

since then (Allport, Vernon, Lindzey, 1951; Cantril & Allport, 1933; 

Duffy, 1940; Fallding, 1965; Whitely, 1938). 

The Test consists of a number of questions based upon a variety of 

situations with alternative answers which refer to the six value systems 

(Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey, 1951; Vernon and Allport, 1931). The 

six personality types were labeled: (1) theoretical; (2) economic; 

(3) aesthetic; (4) social; (5) political; and (6) religious (Vernon & 

Allport, 1931, pp. 233-236). 

Using factor analysis on 24 items corresponding to each of 

Spranger's six types (1928), Walter Lurie (1937) obtained four value 

clusters which differed only slightly from those found on the Vernon- 
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Allport scale. 

An early study of the relative value of certain ideals was made by 

Alice M. Hunt (1935). Using 17 values which were to be ranked in order 

of importance, she administered the scale to a number of adults and 

found differences in one or more items between (a) church-goers and 

non-church goers; (b) men and women; and (c) single and married persons 

No further studies were published using this scale, but it is similar 

in many respects to the Rokeach Value Survey (1967). 

Milton Rokeach, concerned with the nature of belief systems, has 

done extensive study on such systems, particularly as they relate to 

social, personal, institutional, and religious dogmatism (1960, 1968b, 

1970). He maintained that "insofar as psychological processes are 

involved, belief is more important than ethnic or social membership as 

a determiner of social discrimination" (1960, p. 135). This point of 

view did not go unchallenged (Triadis, 1961). 

In 1967 Rokeach published his Value Survey (see Appendix A), which 

contained 18 "terminal" and 18 "instrumental" values to be ranked in 

order of personal importance. Noting an apparent order effect on the 

results of the instrumental value rankings for several groups, 

Cochrane and Rokeach (1970) checked correlations within sections and 

across the entire instrumental scale, and concluded that the top half 

of the alphabet contains, by chance, values which are generally 

regarded as more important than the second half. 
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Rollo Handy (1970) criticized the Rokeach Value Survey as being 

"a simple and in many ways questionable instrument" (p. 205), in that 

the words used were open to different interpretations. He was also 

critical of making broad implications for education and therapy based 

on the findings of this test. 

Investigating religious values as they relate to social compassion 

(Rokeach, 1969a, 1969b), Rokeach concluded that there were value 

differences among religious and non-religious persons, and that 

persons placing a high value on salvation were "more indifferent to 

the plight of the black and poor" (1969a, p. 29). The religious 

community responded with critiques of the linguistic structure of the 

survey (Larson, 1970) and the methodology of the survey (Gorsuch, 

1970), stating that the words used were open to different interpreta¬ 

tions by different people, and that differences in intensity were not 

taken into account. Gorsuch concluded, however, that although the 

study had some limitations, Rokeach*s results could not be ignored 

(1970, p. 142). 

Rokeach*s latest book, The Nature of Human Values (1973), is a 

compendium of data on values, using his value survey. Value differ¬ 

ences have been found in terms of sex, education, socio-economic 

status, race, religion, politics, and nationality, as well as value 

differences along the age continuum. 
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Generational Studies 

K. Warner Schaie (1973) has presented questions which must be 

considered in any study of age differences. He stated: 

The general developmental model simply holds that the magnitude 
of a response ... is determined by the age of the organism, 

the cohort (generation) to which the organism belongs, and 

the point in time at which the response is measured (p. 263). 

He pointed out that these three conditions are not independent of one 

another. Studies of value patterns of the aged in comparison with 

other age groups have emphasized one or another aspect of Schaiefs 

statement. Bengtson and Furlong (1974) reviewed literature concerned 

with continuity or discontinuity of social values within generations. 

Advocates of the "Great Gap" argued that the culture of "age cohorts" 

(p. 21) cuts across class, educational, and occupational lines. 

Another hypothesis, that of selective continuity (p. 10), stated that 

certain values (such as those which are relevant to future life goals) 

are transmitted along generational lines. 

The inexorable aging process itself "has an impact . . . that is 

independent of any . . . generational factors" according to Crittenden 

(1962), who looked at political party affiliation longitudinally over 

an eight-year period. A study of Ludwig and Eichorn (1967) attempted 

to show that the process of aging, along with ill health, would change 

attitudes toward technology, health care, and work. Although the 

study was far from convincing, the authors found that while some 

attitudes appeared to change, the subjects’ adherence to a work ethic 
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continued, a finding which was not explained by the hypothesis. 

Contradictory findings were obtained by Antonucci (1974). 

Hypothesizing that adjusted people have different values from unad¬ 

justed people, she predicted that for adjusted old men, the work 

ethic is less important. Her sample of 40 white urban males, aged 

60 to 80 years, were given the Havighurst Life Satisfaction scale to 

determine adjustment and a Semantic Differential based on Rokeach’s 

Value Survey (1973). Her results indicated that (a) well adjusted old 

men seemed to relinquish the priority of work-related values, and 

(b) hedonistic values (pleasure, an exciting life) seemed to become 

more important with age. The samples on which these two studies were 

made are quite different, the first being rural and the other urban. 

It would seem necessary to explore the effects of demography as well 

as different cultural patterns before any definite conclusions can be 

drawn. 

A study by Youmans (1974) examined selected value orientations of 

younger and older age strata in (a) a rural, and (b) an urban sub¬ 

culture. He found regional differences as well as age differences. 

Rural old and young were more authoritarian, dependent, and less 

achievement-oriented and optimistic than the urban old and young. 
/ 

Differences in value orientation between old and young were found to 

be more pronounced in the urban group than in the more stable rural 

group, where maturational changes were not so apparent. Referring to 
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urban culture particularly, he stated that "in a rapidly changing 

society . . . younger age cohorts may internalize basic value orienta¬ 

tions substantially different from those of their elders, and even from 

those of cohorts only a few years older" (p. 53). 

The effects of value transmission across generations were studied 

by Bengtson and Lovejoy (1973). A 16-item value rating scale was 

administered to 2,044 individuals representing three-generation family 

lineages. They were differentiated according to sex, income, and age, 

and two dimensions of affect (positive and negative). The 16 items 

showed factor loading into two bipolar value dimensions: Factor I 

was humanism/materialism; Factor II was individualistic/institutional. 

These were the dependent variables. The authors pointed out that 

using subjects from the same family meant that age status contrasts, 

if they are found, must be pronounced to override within-family 

similarities. The authors found "a surprising degree of homogeneity 

across subgroups defined in this analysis" (p. 902); however, "of the 

differences which did emerge, the age status produced the most meaning¬ 

ful differences .... These data suggest that the primary contrasts 

are along generational lines" (p. 903). 

Bengtson (1975) studied the effects of the family on values. His 

subjects covered three generations, with an age range of 16 to 91 years. 

As in the Bengtson and Lovejoy study (1973), 16 value items which 

factor loaded into the dimensions of (I) humanism/materialism and (II) 
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collectivism/individualism were rated by individuals representing 

three generations. Looking at the data across generations, they found 

small group differences on the humanism/materialism dimension and 

large individual variations, thus questioning a simple generational 

interpretation. They found low correlations between any two genera¬ 

tions, indicating low levels of parent-child prediction and little 

direct similarity between grandparents and grandchildren. The largest 

differences lay along the collectivism/individualism dimension. The 

highest family similarity was found between parents and grandparents, 

and the least between grandparents and grandchildren. They concluded 

that neither family nor generational effects consistently explain much 

variance in value orientations. 

Discussing age specific (cohort) values and needs, Laufer and 

Bengtson (1974) pointed to the existence of emerging "Gerontocratic 

Generation units" (p. 200). As a result of the lengthening life span, 

earlier emptying of the nest and earlier retirement, there is a more 

extended period for renewing old interests, finding new ones, and 

"establishing new facets of identity which will sustain a valued sense 

of self outside of the occupational-parental sphere" (p. 200). In 

the view of these authors, the young as well as the old face "a common 

destiny while both are blocked from participation in the adult order" 

(p. 200). Ragan and Dowd (1974) have suggested that age-group 

consciousness (recognition of common needs and interests within an 
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age group) is a necessary condition for the development of a social 

movement based on old age. While there are organizations which attempt 

to mobilize the potential for common action, this movement is not 

presently manifest because there is no strong sense of identification 

in terms of age. The authors have assumed that age-group consciousness 

is beginning to rise and will emerge within the next decade. 

Thurnher, Spence, and Lowenthal (1974) compared self-reports of the 

life goals of high school seniors and their parents and found little 

difference in reported end goals. They suggested that the differences 

found in other "great gap" studies may be more apparent than real, 

illustrating differences in means, not ends. That is, core values are 

more stable across generations than are more peripheral values. A 

different point of view has been expressed by Thomas (1974) who 

reviewed studies about the generation gap. He concluded that propo¬ 

nents of the different positions have been talking about different 

levels of cognitive reality. On the level of peripheral beliefs 

traditionally referred to as attitudes, there was little evidence of 

generational differences. More centrally held values actually varied 

more from generation to generation. 

Rokeach*s (1973) comprehensive volume on human values includes 

data obtained from 2,273 Americans between 11 and 90 years of age. Of 

these, 167 were over 70. Using Rokeach's Value Survey, they rated 18 

"terminal" and 18 "instrumental" values (pp. 12, 326) in order of 
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personal importance. Coefficients of concordance were employed as an 

index of value system similarity. McQuitty's pattern analysis techni¬ 

ques were used to investigate value system similarities and differences 

among groups. At least 30 of the 36 values showed significant age 

differences. "The general impression gained from an inspection of the 

data is one of continuous value change from early adolescence through 

old age, with the presence of several generation gaps rather than just 

one" (p. 73). 

By plotting composite rankings against age for each of the 36 

values, 14 developmental patterns were identified which varied with age. 

The values of sense of accomplishment, wisdom, and responsible were 

found to be relatively unimportant in youth; they became more important 

in young adulthood, and declined in importance in old age (p. 73). 

Imaginative, intellectual, logical, inner harmony showed a similar 

pattern, being ranked higher during college years, and unimportant in 

later life (p. 78). An exciting life and pleasure were ranked near 

the bottom of the hierarchy in the older decades (p. 79). A comfortable 

life, cheerful, clean, forgiving, and helpful became increasingly 

important in the later years (p. 80). Equality and independent undu¬ 

lated along the age span, but showed an increase in importance in the 

seventies (p. 80). The ranking of salvation was quite low for most 

age groups, but assumed increasing importance with advancing age (p. 

80). 
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National security was relatively unimportant to the over-seventy 

group (p. 81). A world of beauty, true friendship, and polite were 

relatively unimportant except during early adolescence (p. 78), and 

mature love and loving were relatively unimportant except for middle- 

class college students (p. 79). Self-respect, ambitious, and broad¬ 

minded assumed a position of major importance in the college years and 

continued to remain important (p. 79), whereas obedience was unimportant 

for college students but rose gradually to fifteenth in importance for 

the oldest group (pp. 78-79). 

A world at peace, family security, and capable (pp. 79-80), as 

well as freedom, happiness, social recognition, courageous, honest, 

and self-controlled (p. 81), showed relatively little fluctuation with 

age. Honest was the most stable, its composite ranking being first 

for all age groups without exception. Freedom was the next most 

stable, ranking among the top four values for all age groups (p. 81). 

These data indicate that generational differences have been found to 

exist in the relative importance of a number of values. 

Summary 

This review of literature has illustrated the wide range of 

opinion regarding human values. The questions: What are values? 

What is the importance of values in determining human behavior? How 

do values affect the counseling situation? What are the factors 

involved in value changes throughout the life span? have been examined, 
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and no definitive answers have been found. This review suggests to 

the researcher that the following statements can be made with some 

degree of assurance: (a) therapy is by no means "value free," and it 

is essential for the counselor to be aware of both his own and his 

client’s value system; (b) personal values are central to an under¬ 

standing of a person’s behavior; (c) while complete and accurate 

measurement of central values for each person is not possible, it is 

possible to differentiate among persons or groups of persons on the 

basis of some kind of value scale; and (d) whether because of the 

impact of specific historical events or because of the aging process 

itself, value differences have been found among different age groups. 



Chapter 3 

PROCEDURES 

The present study deals with generational factors in that it 

attempts to determine whether three groups of old persons differ from 

one another and from a national sample in terms of their values, or if 

their value systems are alike, by virtue of their age level. The value 

systems have also been examined in terms of sex and years of schooling, 

since these are two factors which influence value ratings. The Rokeach 

Value Survey was the instrument used; it is a rating scale of 18 

terminal and 18 instrumental values. The surveys were administered to 

three groups of persons age 70 and over, and the results were compared 

with one another and with published findings from a national sample, 

using Rokeach*s category of 70 and over (Rokeach, 1973, pp. 74-78; 

396-405). It should be noted that in the United States value systems 

have not been found to be radically different. For example, honesty 

was rated first by the national sample irrespective of race, sex, 

education, income, or political party (Rokeach, 1973, pp. 58, 61, 64, 

68, 71, 77). Therefore, differences were expected in the rating of 

individual items, rather than the entire value systems of separate 

groups. The extended Median Test (Siegel, 1956; Bartz, 1976) was 

applied to individual value rankings in order to find significant 

differences among the three experimental groups, as well as among 

educational levels and decades, and between sexes. 
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Population Description and Sampling Procedure 

Three groups were surveyed. Group I consisted of all persons age 

70 and over who had resided in two institutions for the elderly in 

Bozeman, Montana, for more than four months, who were physically and 

mentally able to respond to the survey, and who were willing to do so. 

The total number in this group is 24, of whom 7 are men and 17 are 

women. About half of the respondents from both institutions answered 

the survey in a group setting, supervised by the researcher and at 

least one staff member. The remainder responded to the survey in their 

rooms, with the researcher present. The average age of this group was 

82.4 years. 

Group II consisted of persons age 70 and over who lived in their 

own homes in Bozeman. A number of respondents were contacted through 

the local Senior Citizens Social Center. Others were contacted door- 

to-door in apartment buildings which house a large number of older 

people. In all cases, the researcher was present while the survey was 

being taken. The total number in this group is 24, of whom 6 are men 

and 18 are women. The average age was 78.5 years. 

Group III consisted of persons age 70 and over residing in Orange- 

wood Estates, a rather exclusive retirement community in Phoenix, Ari¬ 

zona. Because there are a large number of highly educated persons living 

there, because most older people have not had substantial educational 

opportunities, and because educational level has been found by Rokeach 
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to influence values (1973, pp. 59-66), persons who have gone beyond a 

high school education were surveyed. A list of these persons was 

provided by the assistant administrator, and 52 names were chosen at 

random, using the same proportion of men and women as the total 

Orangewood population (14 men and 38 women). The respondents preferred 

to do the surveys in their own homes, and returned them when they were 

finished. Thus, more time may have been spent in making value choices 

by this group. Also, the researcher was not present. The average age 

of this group was 77.0 years. 

Categories in This Investigation 

Value rankings were the variables to be investigated. They have 

been examined in terms of the following categories: Group I, institu¬ 

tionalized Bozeman residents; Group II, non-institutionalized Bozeman 

residents; Group III, highly educated residents of a retirement commu¬ 

nity in Phoenix, Arizona. Other categories include (a) sex, and 

(b) educational level, which was divided into seven sections identical 

with Rokeach’s divisions (1973, pp. 64-65). Every respondent was 70 

years or older. Value rankings for these groups have been compared 

with rankings of a national sample taken by the National Opinion Research 

Center (NORC). 

Irrelevant and Contaminating Variables 

While Rokeach claims that use of gummed labels containing the 

names of the values makes the survey easier than a traditional method 
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of ranking, particularly for "children, the aged, and people with little 

education" (1973, p. 30), he admits that "many respondents report the 

ranking task to be a very difficult one ..." (1973, p. 28). The task 

is likely to seem even more difficult for people who are old and 

possibly infirm. It was hoped that by being present for the adminis¬ 

tration of the surveys for Groups I and II, the researcher was able to 

provide encouragement, answer questions, and be of physical assistance 

to the respondents when necessary. It was necessary to ascertain as 

far as possible that each respondent understood the words which he was 

ranking. 

Administration of the surveys was not uniform, in that some of the 

respondents from Groups I and II completed the surveys in groups, and 

while more than half were alone with the researcher. Respondents from 

Group III completed the surveys alone. Judging from their verbal 

comments, they spent more time and thought on the task than did the 

other two groups. It is impossible to ascertain what effect this has 

on the validity of the results. 

Method of Collecting Data 

The instrument used in this study was Rokeach’s Value Survey (RVS) 

which is found in Appendix A, pages 77-79. The surveys are available 

from Hallgren Tests for 40c apiece. This instrument has been revised 

and improved over the past eight years and is neat and fairly simple to 

administer. Printed instructions appear on the survey, making directions 
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fairly standardized. Each survey consists of three pages. The cover 

asks for information such as age, sex, place of birth, number of years 

of schooling. On the back of this page are written instructions for 

taking the survey. One-half of page two consists of 18 removable gummed 

labels, each containing the name of a terminal value, and arranged in 

alphabetical order. The other half of the page has 18 numbered spaces 

into which the respondent ranks each value, from the most important (1) 

to the least important (18). The gummed labels make it a simple matter 

to reorder the values if the respondent changes his mind. The third 

page is like the second, with gummed labels containing 18 instrumental 

values, and the procedure is the same: to rank the values from most 

important to least important. 

Reliability studies (test-retest) have been made for this instru¬ 

ment on 250 college students over a three- to seven-week interval. 

Individual reliabilities were as follows (see Rokeach, 1973, pp. 34-35): 

for terminal values—one showed a correlation between -.30 and .40; 

two were between .00 and .09; the remainder showed correlations between 

.35 and .95, with the largest number between .80 and .89. Instrumental 

values showed lower reliabilities, ranging from .10 to .95, with the 

largest number in the .70 to .79 range. Furthermore, it was found that 

there were small significant relationships between terminal value system 

stability and instrumental value system stability (Rokeach, 1973, p. 35). 

Reliabilities for terminal values have been found to be consistently 
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higher than those for instrumental values. Rokeach offers three 

possible reasons for this finding (1973): (1) terminal values (ideals) 

may be learned earlier and thus become stabilized earlier; (2) the 

terminal list may be more complete (there being fewer terminal than 

instrumental values), and therefore the respondent is more certain of 

his rankings than he is on the instrumental list; and (3) terminal 

values may "represent ideas that are more distinctly different from one 

another than is the case with instrumental values" (p. 34). It should 

be noted that these reliability studies were done on college students. 

There are no reliability data for the age group under investigation, 

and it is not possible to assume equivalence. 

Validity was inferred from the fact that the survey differentiated 

in terms of one or more items, between groups which are generally 

considered to hold different value systems. Jews and Christians were 

found to differ in terms of a number of values, as were self-described 

religious and non-religious (Rokeach, 1973, p. 82). Black and white 

Americans matched in terms of education and income were found to differ 

in terms of three items (Rokeach, 1973, pp. 70-71). Hen and women 

differed in terms of a number of values: ambitious, freedom, and 

pleasure were ranked significantly higher by men than women, and 

cheerful, clean, forgiving, and loving were ranked significantly higher 

by women (Rokeach, 1973, p. 59). The low and high educated were differ¬ 

entiated by clean and a comfortable life, as well as a sense of 
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accomplishment and logical (Rokeach, 1973, p. 63). 

Unfortunately, there are no statistical validity studies available 

on this instrument. This limits the usefulness and applicability of 

this survey. 

Orangewood respondents commented upon the ambiguity of certain 

words. A number pointed out that family security was essentially 

irrelevant if it was interpreted to mean concern for the security of 

their family members (many were the last survivors). If the respondent 

was the "family" whose security was a concern, that value would be 

ranked quite differently. Several objected to ambitious as being 

ambiguous; if it were interpreted as hard working, it would be given 

a different ranking than if it were interpreted as aspiring (to power, 

fame). Two ladies emphasized that spiritual intimacy and sexual 

intimacy (see mature love) were quite different. 

Method of Organizing Data 

Each survey was coded in terms of: (a) Group I, Group II, or 

Group III; (b) sex; (c) number of years of schooling, using Rokeach's 

seven categories (1973, pp. 64-66); and (d) decades—70-79, 80-89, 

90-99. Medians were calculated for each category on each value item, 

and the median test was used to determine whether the individuals in 

each category have been drawn from populations with equal medians 

(Siegel, 1956). These data appear in Tables 1 through 8 in Chapter 4. 
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Statistical Hypotheses 

The first hypothesis states that age alone is not the determiner 

of values. That is, three groups of persons over 70 who come from 

different situations will differ from each other in terms of one or 

more value item, using the median test. The null hypothesis to be 

tested was that there are no significant differences between the 

medians of the three groups, significant at the .05, .01, and .001 

levels. 

H : 
o 

Mdnj = Mdnn . Mdnm 

Hi: 
MdnI 4 Mdn^ ^ Ndn^^^ For all items 

The second hypothesis states that there are differences between 

the medians of one or more items (values) between men and women age 70 

and over which are significant at the .05, .01, and .001 levels. The 

null hypothesis states that there are no differences between medians 

for any of the items. 

V MdnM = MdnF 

Mdn^ 4 MdnF For all items 

The third hypothesis states that there are value differences 

among education levels in persons over 70. The null hypothesis to be 

tested states that for one or more value item, the median ranking in 

seven educational levels will be different only by chance. 
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Denoting the educational levels by subscripts a, b, c, d, e, f, 

and g, 

H : Mdn ** Mdn, “ Mdn = Mdn. = Mdn = Mdn,. = Mdn 
0 a b c d e f g 

H.: Mdn 4 Mdn, 4 Mc^n 4 Mc*n, ^ Mdn 4 Mdn£ 4 Mdn 
1 a b' c’ d e’ f' g 

Significance for the proposed study was measured at the .05, .01, 

and .001 levels in order to be able to compare with Rokeachfs data. 

The researcher was concerned with finding items which differentiate 

sharply between groups; therefore, a type II error is less important 

and an alpha level of .01 might be preferable. However, Rokeach has 

reported significance at the .05, .01, and .001 levels; and in order to 

be able to compare with these data, alpha was set at the .05 level of 

significance. 

A non-statistical comparison was made between Rokeach*s findings 

and the findings from the present study to determine if the items in 

the present study which differentiate between sexes and among educa¬ 

tional levels at the .05 level and beyond are the same items which 

differentiate in Rokeach*s findings at the .05 level and beyond (see 

Tables 9 and 10, pages 51 and 52. 

Analysis of Data 

Because the study uses a ranking scale, ordinal data have been 

obtained and determination of medians is appropriate. From these 

medians, composite rank orders for each group can be found. These 

composite rank orders are not used statistically, but they provide the 
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opportunity for visual comparison of two or more groups* 

An extension of the Median test which can be used for more than 

two categories of unequal size was applied to the data (Siegel, 1956, 

pp. 179-18A). This is a non-parametric chi square measure using the 

median of the combined groups. The number of persons ranking below the 

combined median as well as the number of persons ranking above the 

combined median are determined for each category, giving two rows and 

k categories, or columns. 

2 
The formula for chi square (X ) using the median test for k 

categories is as follows: 

where 

E is the number in each category expected to rank above (row 1) 

and below (row 2) the combined median (N/2). 

0 is the number in each category which actually ranks above, and 

below the combined median, 

k is the number of categories tested. 

In the median test, the degrees of freedom are k-1 (df = k-1). The 

observed value for chi square at k-1 degrees of freedom was found by 

computer, and levels of significance were determined. When the number 

in any category was small, the Fisher Exact correction formula for 
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small N was used in the electronic computation of chi squares. 

Precautions for Accuracy 

A computer was used to calculate percentiles, chi squares, and 

p values. Medians had to be computed by hand. These were rechecked, 

but they constitute a possible source of error. 

Summary 

The Rokeach Value Survey, a ranking scale of values, was 

administered to three groups of persons age 70 and over. The three 

groups—institutionalized Bozeman, Montana, residents, non-institu- 

tionalized Bozeman residents, and highly educated residents of a 

retirement community in Phoenix, Arizona-have been compared with one 

another and with a national sample of persons 70 and over (Rokeach, 

1973). Comparisons of the ranking of each item was made using the 

median test, a non-parametric chi square measure. Differences which 

are significant at the .05, .01, and .001 levels were noted. Compari¬ 

sons were also made in terms of (a) sex and (b) educational level, 

using the same method. 

It was hypothesized that persons age 70 and over differ on one or 

more value items when measured against the categories of sex, educational 

level, and certain aspects of their physical and social situation. 

That is, in terms of their values, "the elderly" cannot be considered 

as a social and psychological entity simply by virtue of their age. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data were computed electronically in terms of five categories: 

(1) the entire population of persons age 70 and over; (2) Group I 

(institutionalized Bozeman, Montana, residents). Group II (non- 

institutionalized Bozeman residents), and Group III (Orangewood resi¬ 

dents); (3) sex; (4) seven educational levels: level 1, 0-4 years 

schooling completed; level 2, 5-8 years schooling completed; level 3, 

some college completed; level 6, college graduate; level 7, graduate 

school or professional degree; and (5) the three decades represented 

in the study: 70-79 (eighth decade), 80-89 (ninth deacde; and 90-99 

(tenth deacde). 

Medians were obtained for all terminal and all instrumental values, 

and the extended median test was applied by computer to determine chi 

square and significance at the .05, .01, and .001 levels. These medians 

along with significant p values are in Tables 1 through 8 in this 

chapter. To facilitate visual comparison, composite rank orders for 

all persons in the present study and for Rokeachfs sample of 70 years 

and older are presented in Tables 9 and 10, pages 51 and 52. 

Questions To Be Answered 

The first question to be answered was: is there a significant 

difference on one or more value among the three groups under investiga¬ 

tion in this study? Medians for each terminal and instrumental value, 

along with significant p values, are to be found in Tables 1 and 2, 
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Table 1 

Terminal Value Medians for Three Groups, 

Age 70 and Over 

I 

N=24 

II 

N=24 

III 

N=52 
P < 

A comfortable life 5.00 9.00 14.38 .001 

An exciting life 14.69 12.00 13.57 

A sense of accomplishment 8.38 6.69 6.22 

A world at peace 3.00 5.38 4.36 

A world of beauty 11.38 10.88 10.89 

Equality 10.00 10.38 9.57 

Family security 3.69 4.24 6.00 

Freedom 8.69 8.29 8.00 

Happiness 4.69 2.86 9.55 .001 

Inner harmony 10.43 7.46 4.89 .001 

Mature love 11.00 14.38 14.46 

National security 11.00 10.00 9.89 

Pleasure 12.00 14.00 16.00 

Salvation 8.56 8.00 3.00 .05 

Self-respect 6.20 5.29 7.18 

Social recognition 15.00 15.68 15.13 

True friendship 7.29 7.69 7.00 

Wisdom 10.38 7.00 4.82 .01 
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Table 2 

Instrumental Value Medians for Three Groups, 

Age 70 and Over 

I 

N=24 

II 

N=24 

III 

N=52 
P < 

Ambitious 6.00 10.00 12.89 

Broadminded 4.00 2.00 6.18 .001 

Capable 6.76 4.81 7.00 

Cheerful 6.00 • 10.00 7.80 

Clean 7.00 10.00 11.40 

Courageous 11.00 5.00 7.80 

Forgiving 5.29 6.53 6.89 

Helpful 9.00 7.00 5.40 

Honest 3.00 3.52 2.55 

Imaginative 15.31 15.52 15.29 

Independent 9.00 6.52 13.31 .001 

Intellectual 16.39 14.00 10.55 .001 

Logical 16.29 14.00 12.55 .01 

Loving 8.29 10.00 8.00 

Obedient 11.62 13.81 15.18 

Polite 8.69 10.24 10.62 

Responsible 9.38 7.00 5.15 

Self-controlled 5.53 10.43 9.00 
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respectively, pages 41 and 42. Significant differences in terminal 

value rankings for the three groups were found on a comfortable life, 

happiness, inner harmony, salvation, and wisdom. Significant differen¬ 

ces in instrumental value rankings for the three groups were found on 

broadminded, independent, intellectual, and logical. Significance was 

found at the .05, .01, and .001 levels. Therefore, the null hypothesis 

can be rejected in terms of the above items. 

The second question to be answered was: is there a significant 

difference to be found in one or more value for men and women age 70 

and over? Tables 2 and 3, pages 44 and 45, contain median rankings and 

significant p values in terms of sex for 18 terminal and 18 instrumental 

values respectively. Also included are Rokeach’s significant p values 

for a comparison with his data on all ages in terms of sex (1973, pp. 

57 and 58). A p value less than .05 was found for one item only, 

namely the terminal value of social recognition, which is ranked higher 

by males than by females. Therefore, rejection of the null hypothesis 

rests on only one terminal value; and the null hypothesis cannot be 

rejected for the 18 instrumental values. 

The third question to be answered was: is there a significant 

difference in terms of educational level for persons age 70 and over on 

one or more value ranking? Tables 5 and 6, pages 46 and 47, contain 

medians for seven educational levels on the rankings of 18 terminal and 

18 instrumental values respectively, along with p values less than .05. 
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Table 3 

Terminal Value Medians for Men and Women, 

Age 70 and Over 

Male 

N=27 

Female 

N=73 
P< 

Rokeach 

P * 
(N=1409) 

A comfortable life 9.91 10.68 .001 

An exciting life 13.93 13.57 .001 

A sense of accomplishment 7.18 7.00 .01 

A world at peace 4.55 4.14 .001 

A world of beauty 12.67 10.53 — 

Equality 8.91 10.17 — 

Family security 4.18 5.00 — 

Freedom 9.67 8.00 .01 

Happiness 7.57 7.14 .05 

Inner harmony 7.28 6.71 .001 

Mature love 14.18 14.00 — 

National security 9.86 10.11 — 

Pleasure 13.28 15.28 .01 

Salvation 7.33 5.25 .001 

Self-respect 6.67 6.31 .01 

Social recognition 13.86 15.63 .05 .001 

True friendship 6.86 7.39 — 

Wisdom 6.18 7.50 .05 

* In order to compare with Rokeach's data on men and women (all ages), 
his p values are listed (1973, p. 57) 
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Table 4 

Instrumental Value Medians for Men and Women, 

Age 70 and Over 

Male 

N=27 

Female 

N=73 
P < 

Rokeach 

P * 
(N=1409)* 

Ambitious 12.28 12.00 .001 

Broadminded 5.67 4.80 — 

Capable 5.40 7.60 .001 

Cheerful 9.14 7.70 .05 

Clean 6.28 10.40 .01 

Courageous 10.67 7.25 — 

Forgiving 6.67 6.28 .001 

Helpful 6.28 7.14 — 

Honest 2.53 3.19 — 

Imaginative 15.91 15.24 .001 

Independent 10.91 9.00 — 

Intellectual 13.82 13.11 — 

Logical 12.05 14.33 .001 

Loving 9.67 8.33 .001 

Obedient 13.33 14.13 — 

Polite 9.33 10.56 — 

Responsible 6.36 6.00 — 

Self-controlled 10.18 9.00 — 

* In order to compare with Rokeach's data on men and women (all ages), 

his p values are listed (1973, p. 58) 
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Also included are the p values from Rokeach's findings on all ages 

(1973, pp. 64 and 65). Significant value differences were found for 

the terminal values a comfortable life, salvation, and wisdom, and for 

the instrumental values imaginative, intellectual, obedient, and 

responsible. Thus, the null hypothesis may be rejected for those seven 

items. Rokeach's data showed significant differences in terms of 14 

terminal values and 11 instrumental values. 

In addition, calculations were performed on value rankings among 

persons in the eighth, ninth, and tenth decades of life. The medians 

and p values can be found in Tables 7 and 8, pages 49 and 50. For the 

terminal values there were no differences significant at the .05 level 

(although equality showed a p value equal to .058). Two instrumental 

value items showed significant differences among the decades, namely 

broadminded, which was ranked second by the 70-79 and 80-89 year old 

groups and seventh by the 90-99 year old group, and cheerful, which was 

ranked third by those in the eighth and tenth decades and tenth by 

those in the ninth decade. The very small number of persons between 

90 and 99 (four) casts doubt on the validity of these value rankings, 

even though the Fisher correction formula for small N's was used in 

computing chi square. 

To facilitate a visual comparison of all persons in the present 

study with Rokeach's sample aged 70 and over (1973, pp. 76 and 77), 

composite rank orders of terminal and instrumental values for the two 
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Table 7 

Terminal Value Medians for Persons in the Eighth, Ninth, 

and Tenth Decades of Life 

70-79 

N=52 

80-89 

N=44 

90-99 

N=4 

A comfortable life 11.00 10.71 2.00 

An exciting life 13.00 15.00 16.01 

A sense of accomplishment 6.89 6.71 9.00 

A world at peace 4.44 4.60 2.00 

A world of beauty 11.00 10.88 8.00 

Equality 10.62 9.00 6.00 

Family security 5.00 4.78 4.00 

Freedom 7.67 8.68 9.00 

Happiness 7.86 6.00 11.00 

Inner harmony 6.67 6.64 10.50 

Mature love 14.85 13.89 5.00 

National security 10.18 10.00 7.00 

Pleasure 14.22 15.71 16.00 

Salvation 3.67 9.00 8.00 

Self-respect 6.67 6.32 6.00 

Social recognition 16.00 15.00 7.00 

True friendship 7.67 6.33 9.00 

Wisdom 6.22 7.71 10.00 
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Table 8 

Instrumental Value Medians for Persons in the Eighth, 

Ninth, and Tenth Decades of Life 

70-79 

N=52 
80-89 

N=44 

90-99 

N=4 P < 

Ambitious 13.00 11.00 10.50 

Broadminded 5.77 3.54 7.00 .05 

Capable 7.00 5.91 11.00 

Cheerful 6.00 9.36 3.00 .05 

Clean 9.00 10.83 6.00 

Courageous 8.00 8.60 4.00 

Forgiving 6.67 6.36 2.00 

Helpful 6.18 8.60 3.00 

Honest 3.21 2.64 4.00 

Imaginative 15.53 15.19 13.00 

Independent 11.00 9.00 10.00 

Intellectual 13.57 12.91 12.00 

Logical 14.00 12.86 17.00 

Loving 7.86 9.00 6.00 

Obedient 13.80 14.43 11.00 

Polite 9.93 10.35 8.50 

Responsible 6.40 5.43 8.00 

Self-controlled 10.12 7.00 1.00 
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Table 9 

Composite Rank Orders of Terminal Values 

for Persons Age 70 and Over 

Present Study Rokeach* 
N = 100 N = 169 

1. A world at peace A world at peace 

2. Family security Family security 

3. Salvation Salvation 

4. Self-respect Freedom 

5. Inner harmony) Self-respect 
) tie 

6. Wisdom ) A comfortable life 

7. A sense of accomplishment Equality 

8. Happiness True friendship 

9. True friendship Happiness 

10. Freedom National security 

11. Equality Wisdom 

12. National security A sense of accomplishment 

13. A comfortable life Inner harmony 

14. A world of beauty A world of beauty 

15. An exciting life Pleasure 

16. Mature love Social recognition 

17. Pleasure Mature love 

18. Social recognition An exciting life 

* (1973, p. 76) 
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Table 10 

Composite Rank Orders of Instrumental Values 

for Persons Age 70 and Over 

Present Study 
N = 100 

Rokeach* 

N = 169 

1. Honest Honest 

2. Broadminded Forgiving 

3. Responsible Ambitious 

4. Forgiving Broadminded 

5. Capable Helpful 

6. Helpful Courageous 

7. Cheerful Clean 

8. Courageous Responsible 

9. Loving Cheerful 

10. Self-controlled Capable 

11. Independent Independent 

12. Polite) 

) tie 
Self-controlled 

13. Clean ) Polite 

14. Ambitious Loving 

15. Intellectual Obedient 

16. Logical Intellectual 

17. Obedient Logical 

18. Imaginative Imaginative 

* (1973, p. 77) 
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groups can be found in Tables 9 and 10, respectively, pages 51 and 52. 

Although it was impossible to compute p values between the two groups, 

differences of four or more ranks can be seen in five terminal values 

and five instrumental values. 

Summary 

Medians for all 18 terminal and 18 instrumental value items were 

obtained in terms of five categories, and the median test (a chi square 

test) was applied to determine significance. On the basis of these 

findings, the null hypothesis was rejected for question 1. The 

hypothesis states that there are no differences which are significant 

at the .05 level and beyond among three groups of persons 70 and over 

on one or more value ranking. Significant differences were found on 

five terminal and five instrumental values. 

The null hypothesis for question 2 states that there are no value 

differences which are significant at the .05 level and beyond in 

persons 70 years and over in terms of one or more value ranking. Only 

one value was found to differ significantly. Thus, the null hypothesis 

must be retained except for that one value. 

The null hypothesis was rejected for question 3 on three terminal 

and four instrumental value rankings. This hypothesis states that there 

is no significant difference in one or more value ranking of persons 

age 70 and over when they are compared in terms of seven educational 

levels. Significance was found at the .05, .01, and .001 levels. 
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Although no statistical hypothesis was made regarding age levels, 

significant differences in two value rankings were found among the 

three decades represented in this study. 

Based on these findings, there is a 95% probability or better that: 

(1) the three groups of persons differed in their value orientations; 

(2) men and women in this study differed in their value patterns on only 

one item; (3) persons of different educational levels in this study 

differed on a number of value items; and (4) persons in the eighth, 

ninth, and tenth decades of life differed on two value items. These 

data are in contrast to Rokeach's findings on sex and educational 

levels which were taken from persons of all ages. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

At present a lacuna exists in the field of counseling with respect 

to knowledge of and interest in the elderly. In an attempt to fill 

this gap to some extent this study has looked at.the value systems of 

older persons as they relate to and differ from other age groups. The 

Rokeach Value Survey was administered to a number of persons 70 years 

and older from: (a) two county institutions in Bozeman, Montana; 

(b) active senior citizens in Bozeman; and (c) highly educated members 

of a retirement community in Phoenix, Arizona. Comparisons were made 

between each of the samples as well as with Rokeach’s data which 

include all ages. Comparisons were also made in terms of sex, educa¬ 

tional level, and decades eight, nine, and ten. 

The review of literature has illustrated a wide range of thought 

regarding human values. The questions: What are values? What is the 

importance of values in human behavior? How do values affect the 

counseling situation? What are the factors involved in value changes 

throughout the life span? have been examined. This review of literature 

has suggested that: (1) counseling is by no means "value-free"; it is 

essential that the counselor be aware of both his own and his client's 

value systems; (2) personal values are central to an understanding of 

a person's behavior; (3) while complete and accurate measurement of 

central values for each person is not possible, it is possible to 
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differentiate among persons or groups on the basis of some kind of 

value scale; and (A) whether because of the impact of specific 

historical events or because of the aging process itself, value differ¬ 

ences have been found among different age groups. 

In an attempt to find values which differentiated among persons 

age 70 and over, as well as values which differentiated this age group 

from younger persons, the Rokeach Value Survey, a ranking scale of 18 

"terminal" and 18 "instrumental" values, was administered to three 

groups of persons age 70 and over. Twenty-four were residents of 

institutions for the aged in Bozeman, Montana (Group I); 24 were 

Bozeman residents living in their own homes (Group II); and 52 were 

highly educated residents of Orangewood, a retirement community in 

Phoenix, Arizona (Group III). Of the 100 persons in the study, 27 

were men and 73 were women. 

The null hypotheses to be tested statistically were: (1) there 

is no significant difference on one or more value item among the three 

groups of persons age 70 and over; (2) there is no significant differ¬ 

ence on one or more value item between men and women age 70 and over; 

and (3) there is no significant difference on one or more value item 

among persons 70 and over who differ in seven educational levels. A 

median chi square test of significance was used and significance noted 

at the .05, .01, and .001 levels. Non-statistical comparisons were 

made with Rokeach's data on value rankings by all age groups on sex 
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and educational level, as well as with his sample of persons age 70 

and over. 

Findings showed significant differences on ten value rankings for 

the three groups under investigation. Only one significant value 

difference was found between men and women age 70 and over. This is in 

marked contrast to Rokeach’s findings of sex differences for persons 

of all ages. Persons in this study varied significantly on seven 

value rankings when they were divided into seven educational levels. 

Rokeach found 25 significant value differences in the 7 educational 

levels for persons of all ages. Among the three decades represented 

in this study, significant differences were found in two value rankings 

Conclusions 

According to the findings of this study, persons 70 and over do 

not hold the same values simply by virtue of their advanced age. 

Groups I and II ranked salvation eighth and ninth respectively, while 

Group III ranked it first. The fact that Orangewood is a Baptist-run 

community and a number of church affiliated persons retire there could 

account for this discrepancy. Groups I and II ranked happiness at 

third and first place respectively, while Group III relegated it to 

tenth. Considering that Group III represents generally well-to-do, 

comfortable and secure older people, it may be that happiness is a 

given value and therefore it is not necessary to strive for it. It is 

also possible that the large number of Baptists represented in Group 
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III considered that this value smacked too much of hedonism to be more 

highly valued. 

Institutionalized older persons (Group I) ranked inner harmony 

twelfth, more active Bozeman residents (Group II) ranked it seventh, 

and Group III ranked it fourth in importance. Rokeach found this value 

to be positively correlated with affluence (1973, p. 62) which may 

account for this difference. In any case, it would seem to indicate 

varying degrees of self-reflection. Similarly, wisdom was ranked 

eleventh by Group I, seventh by Group II, and third by the more highly 

educated Group III. 

Broadminded was ranked first by Group II, the only instance that 

honesty was replaced as first in any category in Rokeach's data or in 

the present study. Broadminded was ranked second by Group I and fourth 

by Group III. The fact that this value is considered so important by 

the persons in this study is in contrast to the general attitude that 

older people are rigid and set in their ways. 

Independent was ranked eleventh or twelfth (tying with helpful) by 

institutionalized persons (Group I). It was fifth in importance for 

older persons who still live and are active in the community (Group II) 

For persons in a secure retirement community (Group III), being inde¬ 

pendent was relegated to sixteenth place. 

The rankings of logical and intellectual showed the effects of 

education on values. Group I ranked intellectual and logical in 
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seventeenth and eighteenth place respectively; Group II has the two 

tied in sixteenth and seventeenth place. Group III ranks intellectual 

in eleventh place and logical in fourteenth place. 

Comparing the composite rank orders of Groups I, II, and III 

combined (N=100) with Rokeach's rankings for persons 70 and over 

(N=167), differences between these two groups of older persons can be 

seen in Tables 9 and 10, pages 51 and 52. 

The values a sense of accomplishment, wisdom, capable, and broad¬ 

minded are all more highly rated by persons in the present study who 

are all white, predominantly from the west and midwest, predominantly 

non-urban, and probably of higher average education than the national 

sample used by Rokeach. Similarly an exciting life is ranked slightly 

lower by Rokeach*s sample (eighteenth as compared with fifteenth). 

The terminal values freedom and a comfortable life are ranked 

higher (fourth and sixth, respectively) by Rokeach*s sample than by 

persons in the present study (tenth and thirteenth, respectively). 

Similarly the instrumental value clean is ranked seventh by Rokeach*s 

sample and ties with polite for twelfth and thirteenth place in the 

present study. These findings suggest that persons in the present study 

are somewhat more certain of freedom, a comfortable life, and cleanli¬ 

ness (past and present) than those in Rokeach*s sample. Clean and 

a comfortable life have been found by Rokeach to be the values which 

best distinguish the poor from the rich, being ranked higher by persons 
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of low Income (1973, p. 62). While income was not considered to be a 

relevant variable for older persons in the present study, income and 

educational level have been found to correlate highly (Rokeach, 1973, 

p. 63). The weighting toward higher education in the present study 

may account for the positions of these two values. 

Ambitious is ranked third by the Rokeach sample and fourteenth 

by persons in the present study. This wide discrepancy is difficult 

to account for. One possible explanation is that persons in the 

present study may be more inclined to be satisfied with their past 

life and more willing to rest on whatever laurels they have earned and 

material possessions accumulated. 

Two instrumental values, loving and forgiving, show some interest- 

' » 
ing differences. Rokeach*s sample ranked forgiving in second place and 

relegated loving to fourteenth. Persons in the present study are not 

quite so quick to forgive, ranking it fourth, but they rank loving in 

ninth place. Forgiving is found to be a significant indicator of 

socioeconomic status by Rokeach (1973, p. 80), being ranked higher by 

persons of lower socioeconomic status. It is also ranked higher by 

persons of advanced age. Rokeach has found the value loving to show a 

clear cut declining linear relation to age (1973, p. 79). The ninth 

place ranking of this value in the present study is the same composite 

rank order which was found for persons in their thirties in Rokeach*s 

data. The present findings would cast some doubt on the inevitability 
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of this purely linear decline. 

Salvation is ranked third by persons over 70 in the Rokeach 

sample, as well as by all groups combined in the present study. How¬ 

ever, if one looks at the three groups separately it can be seen that 

Groups I and II showed much less interest in salvation, ranking it 

eighth and ninth, respectively. 

Equality is ranked seventh by Rokeach's sample and eleventh by 

persons in the present study. This may represent differences in the 

racial makeup of the two groups. Rokeach has found that equality shows 

the greatest difference between black and white Americans, being 

ranked second by blacks and eleventh by whites (1973, p. 69). 

The findings of the present study also show value likenesses among 

older persons which override the effects of sex and educational differ¬ 

ences, when compared with Rokeach's data. Males and females age 70 and 

over showed a significant difference in the ranking of only one value, 

social recognition, which was ranked sixteenth by men and in last place 

(eighteenth) by women. This is not a startling difference. In marked 

contrast, Rokeach's findings on all age groups showed significant 

differences between men and women on 12 of the 18 terminal and 8 of the 

18 instrumental values (1973, pp. 57 and 58). It might be conjectured 

that with the loosening of sex roles which accompanies retirement and 

advancing age, the values of men and women tend to become more alike. 

It might be well for prospective counselors to keep this possibility in 

mind. 
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Older persons showed significant differences in terms of educa¬ 

tional level on wisdom, imaginative, intellectual, and responsible, 

which are more highly valued by persons with more education; and on a. 

comfortable life and obedient, which are more highly valued by persons 

with less education. These findings are consistent with Rokeach's data 

on educational levels for all ages (1973, pp. 64 and 65). The high 

ranking of salvation by highly educated persons in the present study is 

not to be found in Rokeach's data, and it probably represents the 

Baptist affiliation of Group III, as well as a tendency for this value 

to be ranked higher with advancing age. 

Rokeach's data showed significant education differences in 25 of 

the 36 values, as compared with 7 in the present study. This can be 

accounted for in two ways. First, division of 100 persons into seven 

categories meant that the number in each category was very small and 

a correction formula was applied to obtain chi square. It is possible 

that results from a larger sample might show a greater number of 

significant value differences. Second, educational differences may 

well be obscured by age differences. Comparing the highest educational 

levels (level 7) for the present study and Rokeach's findings on all 

ages (1973, pp. 64 and 65), persons over 70 were less interested in 

mature love, self-respect, freedom, and being ambitious, independent, 

and courageous than were highly educated persons of all ages. They 

were more interested in inner harmony and being helpful, loving, 
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cheerful, and polite than were the persons in Rokeach’s sample. It can 

probably be safely assumed that most of the highly educated persons in 

Rokeach's sample are younger than 70. These comparisons look like very 

real value differences between youth and age, with educational level 

held constant. 

Value comparisons among the eighth, ninth, and tenth decades 

represented in the present study suggest that values change somewhat 

beyond the eighth decade, and possibly throughout the entire life span, 

although these findings should be interpreted with caution. 

Considering the data as a whole, a number of tentative conclusions 

can be drawn: (1) different values are salient at different times of 

life,* (2) persons over 70 are not indistinguishable in terms of 

their values. The three groups in the present study showed a number of 

significant value differences, possibly as a result of the social, 

physical, and psychological situations in which they presently find 

themselves, as well as because of differences in their social, educa¬ 

tional, and geographic backgrounds. Nor are these persons indistin¬ 

guishable from Rokeach's sample of 70 and over. Other samples of older 

persons might be expected to show other value differences. Looking at 

Tables 9 and 10, pages 51 and 52, comparing a national sample with 

persons in the present study, the investigator gets the subjective 

impression that growing old is a little easier for white, non-urban 

people in the west who have above average education. 
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(3) On the other hand, by virtue of their age, persons 70 and 

over seem to hold certain values which distinguish them from younger 

age groups and which tend to obscure differences in sex and education 

levels. These value differences are real and should not be overlooked 

by a prospective counselor. 

Recommendations 

It may seem superfluous to recommend that a counselor meet each 

client as an individual, whatever his age. Stereotypes of old age, 

like other stereotypes, in no way present an adequate picture, and are 

the more dangerous because they contain a muffled ring of truth. One 

of the salient facts to emerge from this study is that the extensive 

range of individual differences does not diminish with retirement. 

Older people are as different from each other as younger people—a 

fact that is self-evident to any older person and ignored as irrelevant 

by many younger people. 

Yet along with those differences there seem to be a number of 

values which are held in common by many older persons. A number of 

these values may not be currently in vogue, particularly among the 

helping profession. If a counselor is to relate to an older person, he 

must be aware of that personfs uniqueness and his unique value system. 

In addition, he must be aware of values which counselor and counselee 

may not hold in common. He must respect the older person's right to 

hold those values and allow change to occur within that value system. 
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Further study of the value systems of the elderly is in 

one means of bridging the gap of misconception, to arrive at 

place for our common humanity. 

order as 

a meeting 
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APPENDIX A 

VALUE SURVEY 

BIRTH DATE SEX: MALE FEMALE 

CITY and STATE OF BIRTH 

NAME (FILL IN ONLY IF REQUCSTED). 



1. 

2. 

3 

4 

5. 

6. 

7 

8. 

9 

10. 

11 

12 

13. 

14. 

15 

16 

17 

J8 
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A COMFORTABLE LIFE 

(a prosperous life) 

AN EXCITING LIFE 

(a stimulating, active life) 

A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
(lasting contribution) 

A WORLD AT PEACE 

(free of war and conflict) 

A WORLD OF BEAUTY 

(beauty of nature and the arts) 

EQUALITY (brotherhood, 

equal opportunity for all) 

FAMILY SECURITY 
(taking care of loved ones) 

FREEDOM 

(independence, free choice) 

HAPPINESS 

(confentedness) 

INNER HARMONY 

(freedom from inner conflict) 

MATURE LOVE 

(sexual and spiritual intimacy) 

NATIONAL SECURITY 

(protection from attack) 

PLEASURE 

(an enjoyable, leisurely life) 

SALVATION 

(saved, eternal life) 

SELF-RESPECT 

(self-esteem) 

SOCIAL RECOGNITION 

(respect, admiration) 

TRUE FRIENDSHIP 

(dose companionship) 

WISDOM 

(a mature understanding of life) 

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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Below I* another list of 18 value*. Arrange them In order of importance, the same at before. 

AMBITIOUS 

(hard-working, aspiring) 

BROADMINDED 

(open-minded) 

.CAPABLE 

(competent, effective) 

CHEERFUL 

(lighthearted, joyful) 

CLEAN 

(neat, tidy) 

COURAGEOUS 

(standing up for your beliefs) 

FORGIVING 

(willing to pardon others) 

HELPFUL (working 

for the welfare of others) 

HONEST 

(sincere, truthful) 

IMAGINATIVE 

(daring, creative) 

INDEPENDENT 

(self-reliant, self-sufficient) 

INTELLECTUAL 

(intelligent, reflective) 

LOGICAL 

(consistent, rational) 

LOVING 

(affectionate, tender) 

, OBEDIENT 

(dutiful, respectful) 

r 

POLITE 

(courteous, well-mannered) 

RESPONSIBLE 

(dependable, reliable) 

SELF-CONTROLLED 

(restrained, self-disciplined) 
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Montana State University Bozeman, Montana 59715 Tel. 406-994-4933 

Department of Educational Services 

Dear 

The Department of Educational Services at Montana State University 
is conducting research designed to investigate value systems among per¬ 

sons over 70 years of age. Value studies which have been conducted up 

to the present tend to group persons over 70 in one category—the 
elderly. I am inclined to think that older persons are as individual 

as anyone else, and that there are other factors which are as impor¬ 

tant or more important than age. 

One of the factors which has been found to influence values is 

educational level. Because attending college was an exception fifty 

years ago, there are no data on how highly educated older persons rate 

values. Therefore, I am interested in obtaining information on values 

from older persons who have gone beyond a high school education. 

I am asking you if you would take an hour to rate 18 "terminal" 

and 18 "instrumental" values on a value sutvey (I will be glad to explain 

those terms after you have completed the test). I will be visiting my 

father, Archie Merrill, for the next five days and can be reached at 

997-8243. I will be in the dining room for noontime meals with my 

father, and you may contact me there. I would like to assure you that 

there are no names on the survey and that no personal questions are 

asked. 

I really appreciate your cooperation and would be most happy to 

send you an abstract of ray results if you are interested. I will look 

forward to hearing from you in.the next day or so. 

Many thanks. 

Janet Merrill Roeder 
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Montana State University 
Bozeman, Montana 59715 ' Tel. 406-994-4933 

Department of Educational Services 

March 29, 1976 

Dear 

The Department of Educational Services at Montana State University 

is conducting research designed to investigate value systems among 

persons over 70 years of age. Value studies which have been conducted 

up to the present tend to group persons over 70 in one category—the 

elderly. I am inclined to think that older persons are as individual* 

as anyone else, and that there are other, factors which are as impor¬ 

tant or more important than age alone. 

I would like to ask active members of the Senior Social Center if 

they would* be willing to participate in this study, and I ask your 

permission to talk with groups of persons at the Center. If it is 

possible I would like to use the Center’s facilities to administer a 

value survey to those who agree to take part. 

The survey consists of a rating scale of 18 "terminal" and 18 

"instrumental" values. It requires a little thought about one’s per¬ 

sonal value priorities, and others have reported that it was very 

thought provoking. No names nor personal information is requested, 

and the individual responses are kept in strictest confidence. 

I would be most happy to share the results with you and with 

anyone who is interested. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Janet M. Roeder 

800 South Third Avenue 
Bozeman, MT 59715 

586-9507 
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THE SAMPLE DESIGN FOR NORO'S AMALGAM SURVEYS 

The universe sampled in these studies is the total non-insti¬ 

tutional population of the United States, 21 years of age or older. 

The sample is a standard multi-stage area probability sample 

to the block or segment level. At the block level, however, quota 

sampling is used with quotas based on sex, age, race and employment 

status. The cost of the quota samples is substantially less than 

the cost of a full probability sample of the same size, but there 

is, of course, the chance of sample biases mainly due to not-at- 

homes which are not controlled by the quotas. This design is most 

appropriate when the sample biases are likely to be small relative 

to the precision of the measuring instrument and the decisions 

which are to be made. 

The primary sampling units employed derived from NORC's 1953 

Master Sample. The primary sampling units in the Master Sample had 

been selected with probabilities proportionate to their estimated 

1953 populations. The sample was then updated by a comparison of 

the desired 1960 probabilities of selection for PSUfs to their ori¬ 

ginal 1950 probabilities. 

Basically, this method preserves the stratification based on 

the 1950 classifications of geographic regions, size of largest 

town, median family income, economic characteristics, and in the 

South, by race. Counties which the Census Bureau classified as 
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non-metropolitan in 1950 but as metropolitan in 1960 were, however, 

shifted to metropolitan strata. This restratification complicated 

the computation of selection probabilities but, in all likelihood, 

served to increase somewhat the efficiency of the sample. 

Selection of Sample within PSU’s 

Localities: Within each selected PSU, localities were ordered 

according to cities with block statistics, other urban places, ur¬ 

banized Minor Civil Divisions, the non-urbanized MCS^, with the 

places ordered by 1960 population within each of these categories. 

Localities were selected from this list using a random start and 

applying a designated skip interval to the cumulative 1960 popula¬ 

tion. This provided stratification according to size and urban 

type of locality, and at the same time selection with probability 

proportionate to size. 

Where available, 1960 Census block statistics were used. 

Blocks were selected with probabilities proportionate to the popu¬ 

lation in the block. In places without block statistics. Census 

enumeration districts were selected with probabilities proportional 

to the number of households. 

The average cluster size in Amalgam Surveys is 3.5 respondents 

per cluster. This seems to provide a suitable balance of precision 

and economy. Past experience would suggest that for most purposes 

this sample of 1,500 could be considered as having about the same 
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efficiency as a simple random sample of 1,000. 

At the block or segment level, the interviewer begins her tra¬ 

vel pattern at a random dewlling unit which has been previously de¬ 

signated and proceeds in a specified direction until her quotas have 

been filled. In the South, segments have been selected by race of 

respondent. This has been done since accuracy of response is in¬ 

creased when Negroes are interviewed by Negro interviewers in the 

South. Elsewhere, the interviewer is given no race quotas. 

The quotas call for approximately equal numbers of men and 

women with the exact proportion in each location determined by 

the 1960 Census. For women, the additional requirement is imposed 

that there be the proper proportion of employed and unemployed 

women in the location. Again these quotas are based on the 

1960 Census. For men, the added requirement is that there be the 

proper proportion of men over and under 30 in the location. 


